
Program on 2 Days Self Defense Training (29-30th September 2023) 

The Women Development and Gender Sensitization Cell organized a 2 days Self Defense 

Training Session for students. For the event the Cell organized a committee meeting first and 

decided on the event with the following program objectives: 

 

Program Objective:  

1.To increase students’ awareness on self-defense. 

2. To train students regarding self-defense. 

3. To develop management skills among students. 

 

 

 

BROCHURE 

GENDER SENSITIZATION AND WOMEN DEVELOPMENT CELL



The resource person for the event was: 

1. Shihan Vijay Kumar, Physical Education Coach, CSJM Kanpur University, Kanpur. 

With his team of trainees from Kanpur University:  

1. Ms. Mansi Maurya 

2. Mr. Aryan Raj Verma 

3. Mr. Pawan Raj 

4. Vishi Vijay Kumar 

 

Day 1: Introduction to Self Defense 

The first day of the event started with a formal inaugural session in the presence of the 

Principal, Prof. Joseph Daniel, Vice-Principal, Prof. Sabina R. Bodra, Prof. Shipra Shrivastava, 

Convenor of the Women Development and Gender Sensitization Cell and all its Members. 

Firstly, Dr. Shipra Shrivastava, the convenor of the event welcomed all the guests and the 

participants. She also appealed everyone to realize the importance of self defense which is 

actually a basis learning to cope up with any unfortunate moment. She also emphasized that 

both males and females need to have a proper knowledge and training of self-defense. 

Then, Prof. Joseph Daniel, Principal Christ Church College, Kanpur address the students 

through his motivational speech and encouraged the students to get a learning from all these 

sessions which are organized for their benefit. He also appreciated the efforts of the committee 

for organizing the event and blessed the entire participants for developing a good physical and 

mental health to live a healthy and happy life.  

Then the trainer Mr. Vijay Kumar was felicitated with a souvenir from the cell. He thanked the 

committee for inviting him for the event and also addressed the students by stating that self-

defense is not for any boy or girl but it is to protect yourself from those who are mentally sick 

and think of harming others. He then explicated various techniques on self-defense and 

conducted a practical session on it with his entire team. 

 

 

 

  

 



 

DAY 1 PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

 

 



Attendance Day 1 

 



 





 

 



 



 

Day 2:  Self Defense through Karate Technique 

The second day again started with core enthusiasm seen in the students. The students have a 

good hands-on with various karate techniques and some swift and easy counter moves related 

to self-defense.  

 



 

DAY 2 PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

 

 



 

Appreciation Prize: 

Two students were selected for their best performance by the team in the 2 days training session 

for their consistent efforts and quick learning. The judges and the trainer honoured them with 

an appreciation prize and motivated them to be more active towards self-defense learning. 

S. No. Name Course 

1. MANVI SHUKLA B.A. Semester V 

2. VAIBHAV SHUKLA B.A. Semester III 

 

In the end of the event the on behalf of the Committee Prof. Sophia Sahab extended a formal 

vote of thanks to the trainer and his team, the participants and the organisers for their great 

efforts and support. She also appealed the students to be very proactive regarding such events 

as these provide a life learning lessons for all. 

At the end the feedback of the students was collected through a google form and the event 

ended up being a great success with 70 participants who were provided a certificate for their 

participation.  

Link for Feedback Form: 

https://forms.gle/TUx3WkXqKK2KDJoP7 

 

Program Outcome: 

1. The students in the informative session learnt about the corporate culture and the 

importance of developing a professional attitude. 

2. The participated candidates learnt how to face interviews.  

3. As the entire event was managed by the student volunteers of Career Counselling 

Committee so students learnt about event management.  
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Attendance Day 2 
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